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When I was making plans to bring home my first wild burro, I wanted to read all about it. I wanted
to know other peoples' journeys, what to expect, how the donkey would differ from a horse. All I
found were books on training donkeys born into domesticity, or how to train a mule to ride under
saddle. I found some interesting books about rescued donkeys, but they still didn't quite check
all of the boxes that I'd hoped to find. So, I stumbled my way through gentling my first burro, and
then created the novel I wished I'd been able to read before taking Noel home. It's far from an
expert opinion that you'll find in training books and manuals, but it's a firsthand account of my
journey as a first-time burro owner. Spoiler: I would do it all over again! Whether you're thinking
of adopting a BLM burro, you have a donkey, you admire long ears from afar, or you're someone
who doesn't want to get up close and personal with animals but enjoys hearing others' tales, I
hope you find everything you're looking for in this book.

"Part grimoire, part craft book, this work enhances the creative process of sewing with magickal
intention using every scrap of fabric, color of thread, and sewist's tool. Henderson shares her
knowledge of both sewing and witchcraft in a breezy style explaining the correspondences
between the tools of witchcraft and the tools of sewing." - Library Journal --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorRaechel Henderson is a Pagan and witch, following an
eclectic and independent path. She currently works with Hestia and Turtle in her magical
practice. She contributes articles to Llewellyn’s almanacs and calendars and she blogs about
magic, creativity, and living by your own patterns. Raechel is a dual class seamstress/
shieldmaiden and has been sewing professionally since 2008. She is also the author of Sew
Witchy (Llewellyn, 2018). Raechel lives in Chicago.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Ears & EmpriseWild, then captive, now domestic.By Tess Zorba and Andrea KrebsbachEars
and Emprise is a true story, a retrospective account of my ambitions to gentle a spirited wild-
born burro at a boarding facility. Our journey was riddled with obstacles including an emotionally-
demanding job dominating my waking hours and my cripplingly erroneous belief that my
experience with horses had somehow prepared me to train a donkey.If you are interested in
finding real pictures depicting our journey, follow belle_and_bray on Instagram or like our Belle &
Bray page on Facebook.Prologue Six months into our journey, I was overwhelmed.
Overwhelmed by the progress that we had made, overwhelmed by the bravery that a fearful
young animal had mustered in an environment where everything was both new and terrifying,
overwhelmed by the grace that the animal had shown me when I made mistakes-And the
mistakes were numerous as I learned by trial and error, struggling to apply horse training
techniques to a creature that was not a horse. I was overwhelmed by the demands of an
emotionally-draining career, overwhelmed by tight deadlines for graduate school assignments,
overwhelmed by fatigue, overwhelmed by the lack of free time in my heavily scheduled weeks. I
leveraged my albeit-limited time off to the best of my ability to work with my newly-adopted burro.
The first day that I was able to pick up one of her feet without any restraints or resistance, I was
so proud of our success that I had the idea to start a journal of our landmark victories. I wanted
to remember that incredible feeling of accomplishment. So, I went home after a short training
session with my burro, immediately pulled out my monthly planner, and wrote “picked up Noel’s
feet without a rope for the first time” in the box for May 21, 2018. I vowed to make an effort to
document the rest of our accomplishments in that planner. I thought it could even be exciting to
compile those milestones into a book one day. Flipping through the remaining pages of my
2018 planner, there are no other milestones documented. Instead, the days are filled with
scribbles trying to organize the rest of my life into some semblance of a manageable plan. “Work
6:45 to 7:15” is scrawled across three or four days per week, in addition to work-related
responsibilities such as “charge nurse,” or “orient new LPN to the floor.” The days that aren’t
overtaken by twelve-hour nursing shifts are dominated instead by graduate school assignments.
“Write 10 pages for Nurse Leadership class,” “complete discussion boards,” and “sign up for next
available courses,” fill most of my days off work.In between school and shifts at the hospital, I
scheduled miscellaneous tasks such as dentist appointments, classes on Fort Carson to learn
the responsibilities of volunteering as a Family Readiness Group leader for the unit my husband
commanded, and reserving a few hours on some mornings to hike the Manitou Incline or go for
a long run. I squeezed in time to train for a half marathon only because spending money on entry
fees for races was my biggest motivating factor to stay in shape and run regularly.I was busy. The
barn was my sweet escape, both emotionally and geographically. Twenty miles north of my
home and work, tucked back in the trees, I could breathe more freely at the barn. I had limited
cell service, so I was able to put almost everything else on the back burner when I spent time
with the animals.With work and school demanding endless objective measurements of my
success, setting black and white goals for my horse and burro companions was the last thing my



tired brain wanted to do. Instead, I celebrated our victories during blissful moments of peace,
then returned to my hectic life twenty miles south. When the first anniversary of Noel’s
homecoming passed, it wasn’t lost on me that she fulfilled achievements that even some
animals born and raised in domesticity struggle to accomplish. She would hop onto an enclosed
horse trailer with no fear, run to greet me in a wide, open field, and stand without a halter or rope
for her hooves to be cleaned. On one occasion, she even accompanied her horse sister, Belle,
on a trip to the veterinary clinic and stood more calmly in the loud, cramped quarters than
sixteen-year-old, well-travelled Belle managed.Yes, time and time again I was struck with a
reminder that this was a journey deserving of documentation, but I hadn’t taken the time to jot
down more than a paragraph or two here and there about the outcomes of our daily sessions
along the way. Most of my memories were vivid, though, so I thought, maybe, sometime in the
distant future, a book about the sweet jennet who seemed to capture the attention and
admiration of everyone who met her could still come to fruition. I could simply write it in
retrospect everything that I recalled. I could even research her probable beginnings, with the
limited information I had available about her past. After all, Noel had been born in the wild, then
entered the government-managed wild horse and burro program before she became mine-
surely I could find a paper trail detailing her beginnings.The Army notified my husband that we
would be moving in the summer of 2019, and I rejoiced, terminating my employment at the
hospital that employed me as soon as the orders hit our inbox. Not only was there a lot to do to
prepare for a cross-country move, but I had been desperately hoping for the chance to free up
some of my time for several months. I couldn’t justify giving up the lucrative federal position as
long as we would still be living in Colorado, so military orders to relocate seemed like a gift from
the universe. I was prepared to slash my already-minimal spending habits and leech off my
savings in the name of free time, citing a need to mentally recharge and regroup.I needed a few
months off.Having more time to sip hot coffee in the mornings and scroll through my phone, the
realization dawned on me that, in fact, every step of Noel’s journey from wild to gentled had
been documented in far greater detail than a few words jotted in my planner would ever have
captured. With over 12,000 photos stored in the gallery on my phone that I hadn’t bothered to
clear out in more than two years, her story unfolded with a flick of my thumb on the screen.There
she was, tense and unamused, on the end of a rope in Fairplay, Colorado, on the first morning in
2017 that Joe and I met an untamed soul named Zorba. There she stood, her fur covered in
frost, on a morning that the temperature fell to zero degrees in Black Forest. And there- that
photo is the first time I can see her brown eyes softening and her jaw unclenched in my
presence. Another tap of my finger could unveil the exact date and time that the image was
captured.The excitement of my discovery set my fingertips on fire. My muse, this gallery of
progress, inspired me to translate unfiltered cell phone images into her story- the tale of an
uninhibited soul plucked involuntarily from her homeland who gracefully allowed herself to be
transformed into a curious, still-wild-at-heart, domestic companion.I had brought Noel home
anticipating I’d use fifteen years of experience with horses to teach Noel all the things an equine



in captivity needs to know. Instead, Noel taught me how foolish I was.She didn’t hesitate to show
me time and time again that burros are not horses, nor do they think or react the same way. She
taught me that it’s imperative to find humor when things don’t go according to plan. She taught
me the difference between blind confidence and self-assuredness, as I doubted my abilities
more than ever during the first few challenging months of attempting to train her, but refused to
lose hope that we’d accomplish the ultimate goal of domesticity. Noel taught me how rewarding it
can be to go for it, to dream big, and to take hold of your dreams.Hopefully, her story will inspire
others to do the same.So, regardless of whether you’re the person preparing to take a chance
on a soul in need, or the person who enjoys watching from afar but knows you’ll never embark
on a journey like ours, or even if you’re someone who already feels like you’re in over your head
with a project you underestimated…. Just take it.Take the pictures. Take a risk on the dream that
still gives you butterflies. Take the opportunity to quit the job you hate. Take a leap of faith into an
endeavor without knowing what the outcome will be. Take a pay cut if it means taking your life
back. Take time to relax. Take that insult as a joke. Take the trip. Take a piece of advice even
when you’re positive you don’t need it. Take yourself seriously, but not without taking time to
laugh. And, if it applies to you, take the chance on adopting someone who needs you, whether
it’s a human soul or an animal with paws, hooves, or feathers.Take it.You might find, like I did,
that even when you’re expecting to be the one imparting wisdom and bettering another spirit,
you end up taking more than you give- and that both of you are better for it.I. WILDAugust 1,
2015The Chemehuevi Reservation, CaliforniaOne Day WildSeven o’clock in the morning, and it
was already hot.Summer in the Chemehuevi region saw temperatures well over 100 degrees
Fahrenheit on a daily basis. On the first day of August, the sun hung overhead for nearly fourteen
hours, baking the plants, animals, and people living along the Colorado River south of the
Mojave Preservation.The salt-and-pepper jennet had been pacing back and forth through the
sparsely-shrubbed landscape for a few hours. Instinctually, she knew it was almost time to lie
down. Her udder had swelled, making travel more uncomfortable. She might have been
pregnant for as long as fourteen months, or maybe as a few as eleven- there was no way to
know, and the length of gestation in donkeys varies widely even among healthy pregnancies.She
found a patch of shade against a larger grove of sagebrush. Dropping first to her knees, the
jennet lowered her swollen belly to the cool ground. Labor in donkeys is notoriously fast
compared to other species, and within minutes, a small, dark muzzle resting on two wet,
fingerlike angel hooves made its first appearance. Diving nose-first, the foal was deposited on
the cool sand, sending a sun spider scattering away.The foal’s eyes were wide and bright
immediately, nostrils flaring to break loose the mucous plugging its airway. Clumsily flicking the
long ears atop its head, the foal remained perched on two wet, folded knees as its mother rose
to her feet, licking the top of the foal’s head first. The hot, dry desert air cured the soft tendrils of
eponychium that had padded the foal’s hooves inside the uterus, and, within moments, the foal’s
feet resembled normal donkey hooves.Instinct drove the foal to unfold its legs, and after a
thorough cleaning, it was standing precariously in the shade, its tiny hooves sinking into the cool



sand. A few wobbly steps thrust the foal into the brilliant sun, drying the remnants of moisture
clinging to parts of its fur.Food.The foal was hungry, and soon found its mother’s engorged
udder. Flicking its skinny tail happily in the sunlight, the foal began drinking. It would consume
nearly two liters of nutritious colostrum by the time the sun set on the desert that same
evening.Shelter.Glued to its mom’s side, the foal was safe.August 1, 2015Clarksville,
TennesseeFull-time Nursing Assistant and Nursing StudentIt’s easy to be oblivious to the rest of
the world when your own life is so chaotic.At age twenty-six, I knew nothing about the plight of
the wild burros in the West, nor would I have guessed that a little gray foal that had just hit the
ground in California would have any bearing over my life in the future.7:00 A.M. in southern
California equated to 9:00 A.M. in Clarksville, Tennessee. Having just clocked out of an overnight
shift at the local medical center working as a nursing assistant, I came home to an empty house,
save for the dogs, called a tall glass of merlot both breakfast and dinner, and used a binder clip
to secure the blackout curtains across the window so that I could get some sleep.Working night
shift left me in a chronic state of fatigue, and I drifted to sleep easily, blocking thoughts of my
upcoming semester of nursing school from my mind. Just one more night shift, and I would be
done with work for six entire days, on my way to Columbus, Georgia to visit Joe.My husband had
been stationed at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, when we got married. I moved from Indiana to the
house he’d bought in Tennessee, just over the Kentucky state line, and started nursing school.
Less than a month after I arrived, he deployed to Afghanistan, leaving me on my own with the
dogs, Max and Audrey, for the first two semesters of nursing school. He redeployed home at the
end of the year but less than two weeks later, moved to Fort Benning, Georgia on Army orders,
separating us once again.At least Fort Benning was a place I could visit.I had secured work as a
nursing assistant at the local medical center over the summer to gain some experience before
graduating and becoming a Registered Nurse. I had opted for night shift because I was
concerned that I’d be assigned a night shift capstone experience in the fall, and I wanted to
prepare for the task of staying awake all night. It wasn’t natural for me. Fast asleep by 10:00 P.M
when given the chance, I required probably-unsafe amounts of caffeine to stay awake for the
duration of my long shifts, and still struggled with getting enough sleep during the day to refuel
my exhausted body.The best part of twelve-hour shifts was only having to work three of them in
a week to equate to full-time hours. I grouped six shifts together, and then enjoyed up to a week
off at a time before having to start back over. Over the summer, I was using my extended breaks
to spend some time further south.We were due for military orders to move us to another state
sometime around the same time as my graduation from nursing school in December of 2015.
Just a few more months to persevere, and then we’d be packing up both the house in Tennessee
and Joe’s apartment in Georgia to move somewhere, together. Where, we weren’t yet sure, but
we were looking forward to spending more than a few days at a time under the same roof.As fate
would have it, we soon would receive orders to Fort Carson, Colorado. We didn’t know at the
time that we would make a home on the front range of the Rocky Mountains, where the snow
had fallen over the duration of the long winter months and then spent all summer melting to feed



the Colorado River. It was a source of water that flowed as far as southern California, providing
hydration to a wild, nameless jennet, who gave birth in the early morning hours to a tiny foal that
would one day join our family.August 15, 2015The Chemehuevi Reservation, CaliforniaTwo
Weeks WildConfusion.Barely old enough to have learned what to do in the face of crisis, a tiny,
two-week-old foal on spindly legs scrambled after its mother. The big, salt-and-pepper jennet
was trotting with her head held high, moving faster than usual, pacing along the fence line.The
morning of her fifteenth day of life had started like any other. The little foal frolicked in the sun in
the early morning light, staying close to its mother, but feeling comfortable in relatively close
proximity to a handful of other burros. The foal watched its mother dig for water, pawing the sand
using a front hoof. When no significant amount of fluid filled the basin, the salt-and-pepper
jennet started migrating.The foal had grown accustomed to spending a lot of time on its legs.
The pair would walk significant distances, moving at a methodical but ground-covering pace, to
graze on sparse bits of vegetation. They would walk in search of water, and walk to find safe
places to lie down.But they’d never started walking and found themselves unable to move any
further.With an immature brain perched between the long ears that the foal had finally figured
out how to hold erect, the foal wasn’t sure why they’d entered the pen. It didn’t know that the
sweet scent of alfalfa had wafted to its mother’s nostrils, promising a delicious, nutrient-dense
treat that was a far cry from the vegetation they typically nibbled as they strolled across the
desert. A wide V-shaped enclosure had gently guided the burros into the pen, and the foal’s
mother indulged in a few mouthfuls of tender alfalfa shoots before a metal gate had clanged
behind them.The sudden noise startled the foal’s mother off the alfalfa, and an anxiety-fueled lap
around the pen had revealed no exit. The foal knew no differently, but it watched its mother
search the perimeter once, then twice. The jennet lined her body up with one of the panels, then
pushed hard with her haunches against the sand, scrambling for traction, attempting to push her
way through the barrier. But the panels did not yield. The jennet lapped the pen again,
searching, then made an attempt to dive, nose-first, underneath.But the gap underneath was not
big enough to permit an escape.There was no exit.The jennet came to a halt, hypervigilant,
surveying their surroundings.Constriction.She noticed a human near the pen wearing a broad-
rimmed hat. He was not an entirely new sight to the pair. Before the foal was born, the jennet
often wandered into the outskirts of the nearby town, borrowing gulps of water from whatever
source she could find or grazing on the richer vegetation cultivated by the two-legged
population.They stood now, face to face, with a single steel panel separating them. There was
no way for the man to explain to the jennet that they meant no harm, nor that, ironically, the burro
population’s frequent ventures onto human-occupied terrain was actually the very reason they’d
been baited into the pen.Not understanding the new situation, the jennet remained wary and
kept as much distance as possible. She stood between the man and her foal, protecting the
skinny, young baby.The man had a radio and a clipboard. He peered at the jennet and the foal,
then spoke into the handheld radio. It was the first time the foal had been characterized.She was
a girl.Clanging.More noises began to approach the jennet and the filly as a truck and long stock



trailer backed towards the pen. More two-legged people appeared, assisting the trailer into
alignment with the pen. Accented by more sharp noises, the trailer door was opened, and they
were supposed to go inside.The closer any man got to the jennet, the more pressure she felt to
move. Instinctually, the jennet moved away from pressure, and the filly followed suit.She was
young, but she was learning that when men got closer, the goal was to move away, as far as
possible. In this scary new environment, it was survival.On the trailer, the door closed behind
them, leaving the jennet to again search for an escape, and again coming up empty.Confusion.
Constriction. Clanging.It would become the new pattern of their lives for the foreseeable
future.Herds of burros tend to scatter when frightened. This instinct is part of what makes them
more difficult to round up than their wild counterpart, the mustang. A helicopter can guide an
entire herd of mustangs skillfully into a corral. When burros scatter, however, it is difficult to
capture more than a couple animals at a time. The refusal of the burros to yield to their captors
perpetuates the general idea that burros are stubborn animals. More accurately, however, their
ability to thwart their captors is just an example of their smarts and athleticism.Documents from
the Chemehuevi burro roundup state that helicopters and horseback riders were not used in the
operation, although some sources further explain that riders mounted on horseback do help
encourage the burros to find their way towards the traps to expedite the process when there is a
concern about animals become stressed and overheated. A two-week old foal certainly would
have been at a bigger risk of succumbing to a stressful situation than an adult burro, and August
in the Mojave Desert is not a welcoming environment.The entire operation of rounding up burros
and mustangs in the West is controversial. There are strong supporters on one side of the
debate who believe that the animals should be left to roam free. Others argue that burros and
mustangs are an invasive pest, not native to the Western landscape and that they should be
eradicated. Still others waver in the middle, believing that it’s okay for some wild horses and
burros to live free in the West, but that the nuisance herds should be removed and remaining
herds should be culled to control numbers.I can understand a piece of each perspective. I do
think that mustangs are an iconic symbol of the American West, and my emotional side feels
strongly that it would be devastating to eradicate them. Yet, I also see stories of wild burros being
hit by cars when they wander onto highways, and, living and working on Army installations, I
have heard firsthand stories of brazen burros interfering with military operations in the deserts of
California.I choose to not waste too much time or energy dwelling on my stance on the issue as
a whole. My singular opinion bears little weight, and I am not in a position to add political
lobbying to my to-do list at this point.What I do know is that there are close to 50,000 animals in
government holding facilities, mostly untouched, with untapped potential.One person can’t
change the world on her own.But, one person, any person, has the ability to make the world for
one animal change.August 16, 2015The Chemehuevi Reservation, CaliforniaOne Day
CaptiveThe line of burros snaked between a sea of corral panels. The little burro foal could feel
other animals bumping into her on both sides. She still stayed glued to her mom, perhaps even
more now than before. Her newborn hair was thin and she could feel the sun over the Mojave



Desert baking onto her skin.Inch by inch, she approached the front of the line. Her mom got
there first, the little foal cowering behind her. She watched with wide brown eyes as her mom
entered a narrow chute and a gate closed off all contact the little foal had. She brayed her
panicked protests, but her voice was still little more than a squeak.And then it was her turn. The
sides of the chute closed in tight against her ribs, and she felt a cold pressure against the left
side of her neck. She argued against it, her lips clenched into a rebellious scowl and her small
gray ears pinned close to her neck.It wasn’t painful, but it was still happening against her will.
Her mother had taught her to move away from pressure, but the squeeze chute made it
impossible.It was over in a matter of seconds. And just like that, the little foal had an identity, a
series of symbols to represent government registration, her year of birth, and her individual
identification number.Abbreviated numerically, she was #0433.It was the closest thing she’d
have to a name for two more years.Saturday, August 15, 2015Columbus, GeorgiaSenior Nursing
StudentLeveraging more perks of night shift, I timed my nearly-seven-hour drives from
Columbus, Georgia, to Clarksville, Tennessee so that I could leave when the sun started to set
and drive all night. I could finish up a nap in the afternoon by the poolside at Joe’s apartment
complex, then pack up Max and Audrey and get onto US-280 before dark, arriving home in
Clarksville with enough time to sleep through the daylight hours and wake up somewhat-rested
for work by 7:00 P.M.Driving four hundred miles in the dark can either be a very difficult life-or-
death game of trying to keep your eyes open, or a completely entrancing experience, depending
on the level of caffeine in the blood of the driver. I worked hard to sustain my status in the latter
category, which allowed the luxury of long periods of deep reflection.Living in the moment was,
and is, a struggle for me. At the slightest opportunity to put my brain on autopilot, daydreams
would take advantage and crowd all rational thought from my head. Driving was one of the best
ways to distract me as I could methodically shift gears in my five-speed compact,
subconsciously heeding traffic laws, remembering to glance periodically at the speedometer.My
last semester of nursing school would start on Monday. It didn’t seem real that this car had been
carrying me and my books under the community college archway for the past eighteen months.
It felt like a small success just having survived the first three semesters of nursing school.
Approaching this last term of classes felt both victorious and terrifying. I still felt that I had no
idea how to care for patients.I had decided to enter the nursing profession for a variety of
reasons. I certainly had aspects of humanity on my mind- I liked being able to advocate for souls
who could not do so for themselves. I also liked the idea of being part of a team of intelligent,
educated professionals working together to change lives, and the hospital setting seemed like
one of the most exciting places to do just that. As a health-conscious person with no significant
medical record, I had rarely seen doctors, and the entire health care industry seemed a little
exotic.I broke into the medical industry during my first college career by taking night classes to
earn an Emergency Medical Technician license. Working weekends on an ambulance, I had
routinely picked patients up from hospitals, barely understanding half of the report that bedside
nurses spit at me in between their dozens of other high-priority tasks. After a transport anywhere



from across the street to across the state, I would then drop patients off in the more capable,
educated hands of the physicians and nurses in emergency departments. It was exciting. I
admired the professionals who were skilled enough to save lives when I could barely pronounce
some of the patients’ admitting diagnoses. It seemed fulfilling to apply years of schooling
towards making a difference in the lives of people.I’d initially entertained my passion for animals
as a career, when I declared myself a pre-veterinary medicine major and studied Animal
Sciences during my undergraduate years at Purdue University. I had thought it was the obvious
choice when I was eighteen years old. I thought it was be gratifying to study ways to help
animals and eventually base a career around my passion. But it wasn’t at all what I expected.I
volunteered at the veterinary hospital on campus during the sophomore year of my
undergraduate studies. During my oncology clinical rotation, however, I started to have second
thoughts. I realized that I felt disappointingly obligated to show up every day. I disagreed with the
plans of care for some of the cancer-positive animals on both a personal and moral level.I
remember specifically a seventeen-year-old cat that had been diagnosed with cancer. With the
cat’s quality of life significantly compromised by advanced cancer and coming to the end of a
natural life span for a cat as it was, I felt that the cat would have been best off humanely
euthanized to end its suffering. Instead, the cat underwent painful surgery and taxing
chemotherapy. I remember asking if research done on these cancerous animals who were
suffering through toxic treatments could eventually be applied to humans, but the veterinary staff
told me that the type of cancer this cat was battling was specific to felines.To me, it was a waste
of suffering for the animal and a waste of resources to eek out a few more pain-riddled months of
life. I struggled internally for a number of months before I realized that I wasn’t going to find my
passion in veterinary medicine, where I’d have to take an oath to keep animals alive at the
owner’s request even when my personal moral compass felt it was more humane to end the
suffering.I met with my academic advisor and changed the concentration of my major to Animal
Production, a degree program that offered me more husbandry, nutrition, and behavior classes,
the types of things I really wanted to learn.But I still didn’t find a passion.In animal husbandry, I
was required to pluck chickens for a grade, while the animals squawked and flapped in response
to the pain we were inducing. I castrated a baby pig, my hands shaking as I sliced the scalpel
though its unanesthetized scrotum and manually plucked its testicles from its body.In nutrition
classes, I was taught about the macros and the ingredients for diets that would fatten market
sheep, hogs, and cattle to create the most profitable body composition. I could barely force
myself to pay attention, instead spending most of those lectures daydreaming and doodling in
my notebook. It didn’t even begin to satisfy my passion for animals.

Ears and dads gifts

Running with Sherman: How a Rescue Donkey Inspired a Rag-tag Gang of Runners to Enter the
Craziest Race in America, Flash: The Homeless Donkey Who Taught Me about Life, Faith, and



Second Chances (Flash the Donkey), Natural Born Heroes: Mastering the Lost Secrets of
Strength and Endurance, Born to Run, The Donkey Companion: Selecting, Training, Breeding,
Enjoying & Caring for Donkeys, The Mule Companion: A Guide to Understanding the Mule



Tropicats57, “Read this book & then become a Volunteer with a Rescue! So rewarding, you’ll
never quit!. I enjoyed this book for many reasons but knowing all 3 main characters made my
read so much more enjoyable! Noel, or Zorba was the first Burro I ever spent time with at Far
View Horse Rescue & as with most of the animals out there, I fell in love with her. I used to call
her “Brillo” because of her almost woolly Burro coat but she finally agreed to trust me after only a
few days with her. I remember the first time Andrea & Noel met & took their first walk together. It
seemed as if Noel already knew & trusted Andrea & believe me, Noel wasn’t keen on trusting
anyone when she first came to Far View Horse Rescue. I now know how traumatic the round up
was for Noel but with the love & patience first at the Rescue, & then with Andrea, she has
become the sweet girl we all knew was hiding inside. Burros are notoriously smart & funny little
clowns. They remember so well the injustices of the round up, loosing friends & family, going
from wild to captivity, things so traumatic to overcome. And that’s why I encourage anyone who
can, get involved with their closest Rescue, whether with Far View Horse Rescue in Fairplay
Colorado high up in the Rockies, or in your area. I promise you’ll make some wonderful, caring
friends, both human & equine. Patience is the most important skill in the game of Rescuing but
the first time you’ve been able to touch one of these brilliant animals you’ve invested your time,
love, & again, lots of patience to, your smile will stay on your face for days! A great read for me,
Andrea, Belle, & Noel! The memories it brought back to me are priceless! Thank you for loving
“my first Burro” so very much....Suzi R”

Angelia R. Silvera, “Great story of taking chances and donkey love!. This is a great little read. I
liked the parts with the donkeys point of view a lot too. I’m always wondering what my donkeys
are pondering!The only thing was I was expecting a book on someone adapting a straight out of
the wild burro. I was hoping for a detailed description of the Gentling process of an untouched.
Noel had had human contact to some extent since she was in the system so long and was at a
rescue for awhile.This didn’t take away from the book just my misunderstanding from the
description.  So it still gets 5 stars!Im glad you took on Noel and shared your story!!”

Michelle, “Hard to put down!. Picked up this book thinking I would beginning reading a little of it
this morning....having no idea, 3 hours later I would have it completely read cover to cover!
Great read! It’s so much more than rescuing and learning life with a wild burro. It’s about life in
general, what matters, and taking chances. Would love to read more like this. Hope you will
have another book out soon!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Nice read.. Made me feel like I could do it too! Hoping to adopt a donkey
soon, and this book gave me great honest insight.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Burros are the best. Great read!!”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Great Read!. Loved learning all about her experience with her wild burrow
turned donkey. I can and will use this information with my donkeys. Thank you!”

The book by Tess Zorba has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 10 people have provided feedback.

 Prologue I . WILD II . CAPTIVE III . DOMESTIC
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